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From Cath’s Desk
Hello Cheapskaters,

I am thrilled to welcome so many new members
to the Cheapskates Club this month. What a
fantastic journey you have started. I know that
you are going to have fun while you conquer
the challenges ahead and win the battle of the
bills.

Despite the gloom and doom of the Federal
budget, I just know that for Cheapskaters the
year future is looking positive. Our national
economy may be going up and down faster
than a roller-coaster (perhaps the Treasurer
should join the Cheapskates Club) and I
definitely do not want to be all doom and
gloom. But I do need to be honest with you, so
you can be prepared for the turbulence ahead.

The next few months will be challenging. The
economic chaos of the world is starting to have
an effect on our economy. Unemployment is
expected to rise. Prices are going up. The
housing market is, well a disaster.

I smile when I hear what the experts say. They
can't agree. Some say there's nothing unusual
about our state of affairs, it's cyclical and to be
expected. Then there are the others who say it
will take decades to recover from our falling
economy.

I don’t want to discourage you, and I certainly
don't want to scare you. But I'm not going to
pretend things are all hunky dory and give you
a false sense of security.

I am going to encourage you to hope for the
best and be prepared for the worst. You'll need

to work hard at living the Cheapskates way to
guard your personal economy. It won't be easy.
You will need to step up and take responsibility
for your personal finances and make significant
changes in the way you think about and use
your money.

When you do that you'll find something
changes. You'll have amazing power; you will
actually be in control of your finances. And
you'll find that instead of falling in a heap, you
will be thriving.

The Cheapskates Cub has the tools and guides
and the support you need to face your financial
future with confidence. Check in often, join in
the discussions, ask lots of questions and get
ready to live life debt free, cashed up and
laughing.

7 Habits of the
Wealthy You Can Use
If you think about it, your life is largely the result
of your habits. Your waistline is a result of your
diet and exercise habits. If you have the habit of
picking up after yourself, your house is probably
neat and uncluttered.

Likewise, if your money habits aren’t conducive
to building wealth, you might lack for money.

Let’s take a look at several habits of a self-made
wealthy person:
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1. A focus on assets. It’s true that your
accountant might consider your car to be an
asset, but a wealthy person would not. To
someone that has wealth, an asset is something
that creates income or additional value. Your car
does not meet this requirement.

• Spend as much as you can on real
assets. These are things like stocks,
bonds, businesses, precious metals, and
similar items. Focus on buying assets
instead of buying ‘stuff’.

2. Self-improvement. Rather than being
content with just watching TV at night, wealthy
people are more likely to read a book about
self-development or spend their free time
learning how to be more valuable to their
clients.

• If you want to be wealthy, regularly
spend time becoming a better version
of yourself.

3. Creating value. The more value you create,
the more you can expect to get in return for
that value. Wealthy people create value and
then charge for it.

• Those that aren’t wealthy are usually
more focused on extracting value. The
average person wonders how he can
take a bite out of someone or
something else.

4. Being paid for results, not for their time.
Those of less than spectacular income insist on
trading their time in exchange for payment. If
you have a job working for someone else, this is
most likely you.

• The biggest challenge with the mindset
of trading time for dollars is that time is
limited.

• If you have faith in your ability, you’d
rather be paid based on results, which
can put your income into the unlimited
realm.

• Warren Buffet started his investing
career by only taking a share of the
investment profits above a certain
margin. If an investment lost money or
failed to make a significant amount of
money, he got nothing. It seems he did
okay in the end.

5. Taking calculated risks. Most folks do
everything they can to avoid all risk. However,
there’s a lot of money in risk. That doesn’t mean
that being reckless is the answer, but managing
risk is a regular part of the wealthy person’s life.

• There’s a huge difference between
playing to win and playing not to lose.

6. Making their own wealth. Wealth is a result,
just like body weight or health is a result. It’s
simply a matter of cause and effect.

• Average people are waiting for
lightning to strike. They believe that
wealth is something that happens to
the lucky few. But the wealthy believe in
making their own luck.

7. Never giving up. Do you try something two
or three times and then decide it will never
work? The wealthy person keeps going. They’ll
likely keep altering their approach until it works,
but most importantly, they keep on going. If
you give up easily, you vastly lower your chance
of success.
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The good news is that anyone can become
wealthy with the proper habits. Focus on
creating and providing value to others. Start
working on bringing these wealthy habits into
your life and enjoy watching your income grow.

A Thoughtful Moment
A group of professional people posed this
question to a group of 4 to 8 year-olds, "What
does love mean?" The answers they got were
broader and deeper than anyone could have
imagined. See what you think.

"When my grandmother got arthritis, she
couldn't bend over and paint her toenails
anymore. So my grandfather does it for her all
the time, even when his hands got arthritis too.
That's love."

Rebecca- age 8

"When someone loves you, the way they say
your name is different. You just know that your
name is safe in their mouth."

Billy - age 4

"Love is when a girl puts on perfume and a boy
puts on shaving cologne and they go out and
smell each other."

Karl - age 5

"Love is when you go out to eat and give
somebody most of your French fries without
making them give you any of theirs."

Chrissy - age 6

"Love is what makes you smile when you're
tired."

Terri - age 4

"Love is when my mummy makes coffee for my
daddy and she takes a sip before giving it to
him, to make sure the taste is OK."

Danny - age 7

"Love is when you kiss all the time. Then when
you get tired of kissing, you still want to be
together and you talk more. My Mummy and
Daddy are like that. They look gross when they
kiss"

Emily - age 8

"Love is what's in the room with you at
Christmas if you stop opening presents and
listen."

Bobby - age 7 (Wow!)

"If you want to learn to love better, you should
start with a friend who you hate."

Nikka - age 6 (We need a few million more
Nikkas on this planet)

"Love is when you tell a guy you like his shirt,
then he wears it every day."

Noelle - age 7

"Love is like a little old woman and a little old
man who are still friends even after they know
each other so well."

Tommy - age 6

"During my piano recital, I was on a stage and I
was scared. I looked at all the people watching
me and saw my daddy waving and smiling. He
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was the only one doing that. I wasn't scared
anymore."

Cindy - age 8

"My mummy loves me more than anybody. You
don't see anyone else kissing me to sleep at
night."

Clare - age 6

"Love is when Mummy gives Daddy the best
piece of chicken."

Elaine-age 5

"Love is when Mummy sees Daddy smelly and
sweaty and still says he is handsomer than Brad
Pitt."

Chris - age 7

"Love is when your puppy licks your face even
after you left him alone all day."

Mary Ann - age 4

"I know my older sister loves me because she
gives me all her old clothes and has to go out
and buy new ones."

Lauren - age 4

"When you love somebody, your eyelashes go
up and down and little stars come out of you."
(What an image!)

Karen - age 7

"You really shouldn't say 'I love you' unless you
mean it. But if you mean it, you should say it a
lot. People forget."

Jessica - age 8

And the final one -- Author and lecturer Leo
Buscaglia once talked about a contest he was
asked to judge. The purpose of the contest was
to find the most caring child.

The winner was a four year old child whose next
door neighbour was an elderly gentleman who
had recently lost his wife. Upon seeing the man
cry, the little boy went into the old gentleman's
yard, climbed onto his lap, and just sat there.

When his Mother asked what he had said to the
neighbour, the little boy said, "Nothing, I just
helped him cry".

Contributed by Hazel Brighton

Saving Story

The Greatest Pleasure

I had the greatest pleasure paying off my first
credit card yesterday. It has taken me years as I
have had quite a run of misfortune and illness
amongst other things, and have two other cards
to pay off still but the feeling to log on today
and see a zero balance in the account was
amazing.

It is actually turning into an addictive feeling
and I can't wait to feel it again very soon I hope.
I will make sure there is no more interest to be
paid this month when the e-statement comes
out, then I will take great pleasure in calling
them and cancelling the card, and just as much
pleasure in cutting it into tiny pieces and
disposing of it in my works shredder, just to be
sure of course.
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Thank you for providing me with the inspiration
I needed to get this far in lowering my debt
level. I can't wait till I can say I have no debt. It
will be a while yet, but it will happen.

All the best,

Diana Watts

Is Bundling Services a
Good Idea or a Waste
of Money?
Like most of us, you're probably actively looking
for ways to make the most of your hard-earned
dollar. Prices are on the rise and salaries are
frozen, and in such a scenario, your best bet
right now is to get creative with your spending.

One of the things you've likely considered is
looking into different bundling opportunities
that are marketed as the answer to stretching
your dollar. Some of these opportunities are
quite a bargain, but others not so much!

Take a look at the following popular bundling
opportunities and how to best manage them so
you don’t end up wasting money under the
façade of trying to save it!

1. Home entertainment bundling. When
considering the best way to get maximum
value for home entertainment from your local
provider, you'll probably give some thought
into the bundled plans they offer. The elements
commonly included in bundles are cable,
internet and phone. Consider these facts before
signing on for a "discounted" bundle:

• Will you actually be watching most of
the cable channels being offered in the
bundle?

• Is the internet speed being offered as
part of the bundle what you’re looking
for?

• What's the likelihood of using the
phone service if you and your family
members already have mobile phone
packages?

If there is even one element of the bundle that
doesn’t suit your particular needs, it's very likely
that you won't get the value intended. Instead
of signing up for that bundle, consider
eliminating the phone, for example, and
upgrading the internet or cable package for the
same price.

2. Insurance bundling. Insurance companies
tend to offer bundles for home, car and
property insurance to clients because they
know the need exists for all three, and people
will likely be interested in whatever "special" is
being offered. However, be sure to compare
what's being offered by one insurance company
with what's being offered by the others.

• Sometimes an insurance company will
bundle several different types of
insurance and lower the price on all
three. But that doesn’t mean their
bundle is less expensive than the
competition’s bundle, or even than the
competition’s individual policies.

• Sometimes you can find a better deal
on individual coverage.
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3. Restaurant meal bundling. Eating out is a
necessary treat for many families, and yours is
possibly no exception. It's a good way to take
the monotony out of the whole "work to pay
bills" equation. Meal bundling at restaurants
can sometimes allow you to enjoy the food you
love on a budget. However, it's also important
to consider the following:

• If you're heading to an "All You Can Eat"
buffet, weigh the savings you'll make
from a gut-stuffing buffet against the
potential harm you're doing to your
body by eating unhealthy menu items.
Often, buffets drop the quality when
they drop the price!

• What are the conditions to receiving the
special "all-inclusive" price at the local
steakhouse? Is it that there has to be a
minimum number of patrons? If so, you
may very well end up spending more
on feeding more mouths than you
would have if you kept the numbers
low!

In some cases, bundling works out well and
achieves the purpose of stretching your dollar.
However, it's important that you be vigilant and
watch out for the catch involved. The last thing
you want is to end up spending more when
your initial aim was to spend less!

Make Your Own
Homeopathic Cures in

Your Very Own
Kitchen
One of the most important things you can do
for your body is to protect its immune system.
In today’s harried world, this may be easier said
than done. Being aware of how much tender
loving care your immune system needs and
how much it really does for you is the first step
in the fight for good health.

A recent bout of insomnia caused me to do
some research into a more natural and safe way
to de-stress and relax enough to fall asleep -
and then stay that way until morning!

What I found was that homeopathic
preparations prepared right in your very own
kitchen can help to ease insomnia and even
better boost your immune system before illness
has an opportunity to make a visit.

Some herbal remedies that can stimulate your
immune system are:

Super immunity beverage – Put three carrots,
one orange and one apple (preferably of the red
variety) along with one-half of a beetroot
through a juicer. Make this fresh every day and
you will notice a bit more energy and fewer
colds.

Nature’s antibiotics – Adding onions and garlic
as well as horseradish to your diet helps the
body build up immunity to harmful bacteria.

Soothing baths – by adding mint oil to a hot
bath, you allow your mucous membranes to kill
off bacteria that may be heading toward an
infection. This also stimulates the generation of
antibodies.
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Anti-nausea medication – Ginger juice that is
grated fresh and squeezed through clean
cheesecloth when added to any meal can ward
off nausea in a tasty and delightful way. When
ginger is mixed with beef and mushrooms, your
body will think it is being treated to a tasty
meal, but it is also being treated to a healthy
immune system. Even nibbling glace or
preserved ginger will ease nausea. Adding a
sprinkling of grated ginger to a cup of green tea
is a delicious way to boost your immune system.

Peppermint leaves – Fresh peppermint leaves
picked and dried properly and stored in a cool
dry area can keep their flavour for a very long
time. Not only is peppermint flavourful, but it
can ease an upset stomach. Taken in tea form,
peppermint can aid digestion, ease insomnia
and ward off a bit of heartburn, as well.
Peppermint can easily be grown in a pot so
you'll always have fresh peppermint leaves to
make tea

Of course, no homeopathic treatments should
be used without consulting your physician and
should never be taken with prescription or
over-the-counter medicines.

And if you suffer from insomnia or
sleeplessness, try a cup of peppermint tea a half
hour before bed - you'll sleep like a baby.

How to Help Your
Adult Children with
Debt Relief
As parents we think that once the kids are out
of the house, they are good to go on their own.
However, in the current economy, many kids are

not living as financially independent as their
parents hoped after they've reached adulthood
and finished school and/or university. If your
child is in debt, how much do you as a parent
need to help them out?

Many scenarios can be playing out here. Your
child could lose their job and end up in financial
distress. Where they could make their payments
once, they are having a hard time now.

On the other end of the spectrum are those
adult children who have not learned to be
responsible with their finances. They may be
experiencing credit card debt or trouble paying
back loans (including HECS/HELP).

As a parent you have a decision to make. We
want to do what we can for our kids, but we
don’t want to enable them and further cripple
their financial situation.

The first thing to consider is your own financial
situation. Can you afford to help your child at
this time? If you give them money it can put you
in a precarious situation and then who would
come to your rescue? It’s not being selfish - it is
called being a good steward of your finances.

Let’s look at the first situation. If a child has
fallen on hard times due to the economy, they
may need a small loan to make ends meet until
they can do better. Sit down together and
discuss what you can do for them potentially. If
you can offer help but only if it is returned, then
offer your kids a personal loan. To keep
everything straight, draw up an agreement for
repayment and have it witnessed.

Parents who can afford to be generous with
their kids in this type of situation can offer them
a one-time gift - an interest free loan with
flexible (to a point) repayment terms. Your child
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gets the financial help they need. If the amount
is less than what the government allows for
gifting you may be able to claim a deduction on
your taxes for your generosity.

When it comes to scenario number two, things
are a bit less cut and dry. Giving your child
money to pay off their debt may not be what
they need. You will have to judge whether or
not you believe that they have changed their
ways or are simply looking for a quick fix to their
problem.

If it is the latter, your best option may be to help
them come up with a plan for getting out of
debt. It is not necessarily wise to give them
money at this moment.

When our children are hurting financially it can
be devastating for us. All we want to do is aid
them, but depending on the reason for the
financial crisis, giving money may be construed
as enabling instead of helping.

Top 3 Guilty Pleasures
That Come With
Hidden Expenses
Although advertising has led you to believe that
businesses offering products and services exist
to make your life better, they really exist to
make money! The main reason for a business
venture is to make a profit.

Keep this thought at the top of your mind when
you consider “amazing” offers. Even though
they seem to be offering you the best deal ever,
it’s your responsibility to ensure you’re not
being lured into hidden financial obligations.

Hidden expenses can mean the difference
between your financial wellness and growing
debt.

Take a look at some of the top guilty pleasures
below. If you think back, you’ll probably
remember being caught once or twice in similar
situations!

Avoid these “deals” so you aren’t faced with
hidden expenses down the road:

1. Financing a brand new car. Just flipping
through channels on cable will open your eyes
to the awesome offers being extended by
automobile manufacturers. “Zero down
payments,” “No interest for two years,” and
“Your job is your credit” are some of the offers
to convince consumers like you to own the new
car of your dreams.

• In many cases, there will be a
destination charge applied to your final
price. This represents the cost for
delivering a car to a dealer. It is paid for
by the dealer and then passed along to
you as a portion of the sales price.

• Auto detailing and adding fluids are
some of the activities in what is known
as dealer preparation, but don’t think
these services are free! It’s always a
good idea to ask your dealer what their
preparation fees are before you sign.

2. Using your credit card for family holidays.
It’s a great feeling to be able to take your family
on vacation and treat them to a special trip, isn’t
it? But what are you really signing up for when
you pay for the trip with your credit card?

• Do you have enough income to pay for
the holiday in full the next month when
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the statement is generated? Or will you
end up being in arrears for months
because you couldn’t resist that 14-day
Mediterranean cruise?

• Paying off your holiday over time costs
a huge chunk of money in interest
charges. Plus, you’ll be stuck with
higher credit card payments for
months, causing an extra drain on your
income.

• A rule of thumb is to only use your
credit card for purchases that you can
comfortably make with cash.

3. Applying for “free” member rewards
cards. Everywhere you turn, there’s a business
offering you a “free” member rewards card.
However, promises of no obligations when you
sign up often lead to obligations later down the
road.

• Whether it’s a department store or your
family’s favourite amusement park, it’s
likely that you’ll have to spend a
minimum amount in order to benefit
from their rewards program.

• Often the rewards pale in comparison
to the amount of money you actually
spend to get them!

So, the next time you see a tempting offer, ask
yourself, “What’s in it for them?” The answer to
that question will surely clue you in to what
hidden expenses you might expect down the
road.

Dear Cath
Q. Hi there I have been receiving the newsletter
for over a year now which has been great.
Circumstances have now pushed me into
making a concerted effort to get on top of
things rather than being an interested onlooker
but I have a quick question. I understand the
concept that money isn’t saved until it is paid
off something / banked but if I get a few dollars
together should the priority be:

a. reduce debt (pay off credit card not to be
reused)

b. saved into a separate savings account around
4% interest or

c. parked on the line of credit (6.95% interest
cost saving) to be reused when required or

d. split across all three above?

Just not sure how to get started and which way
to go about it. Obviously my fixed carer’s
pension income just doesn’t divide into as many
things as I would like - not much hope of the
slush fund for groceries or standby money for
when the appliance break down at this point in
time. Perhaps down the track. Like everyone
else - need to reduce debt, get on top of the
bills, need to somehow purchase a vehicle and
OMG actually save a few dollars! Terry Lilley

A. Terry your first priority is to get a 10-10-80
Spending Plan in place. Then you need to live
on the 10-10-80 plan. Once you've worked out
your Spending Plan, use the Payment Push to
create your debt repayment plan, and stick to it!
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It won't be easy but in the grand scheme of
things it's only for a short time and perfectly
doable. Any extra money you get should be put
into your Emergency Fund. Once you have that
fully funded you can use any extra money to
pay down debt, then you can start saving for
specific items such as a vehicle. Stick to the plan
and you will get there.

Q. Hi Cath, my question to you is, its all good for
families, but what about singles? I'm not going
to buy in bulk, 'cos if the food goes off I haven't
saved anything. Also I will only buy Australian
(where possible), so I avoid the home brands, if
made in china. Chris

A. Hi Chris, my question to you is what about
singles? Whether you're single, a couple, a
family, young, old, middle aged, working or
retired the rules are the same. It sounds to me
like you want permission from me to not live a
frugal life and that just is not going to happen.

Of course singles can buy in bulk. Your bulk is
just smaller than that of a family. Of course the
only food that will go off is fresh food - you can
stock up on canned goods, dried goods and
frozen goods. As for buying only Australian and
avoiding home brands - check just where your
"Australian" products are actually made.

There is a little trick to buying Australian - check
that the product is made (not packaged) in
Australia by an Australian owned company,
using mostly Australian ingredients or materials
(I am fairly certain that there are absolutely no
100% Australian products available). Many of
the brands we recognise as Australian aren't -
they have been absorbed by foreign owned
companies which have been smart enough to
recognise the value of the perceived Australian
brand.

On the Menu

Hungarian Heritage Slow
Cooker Style

If you want to talk about a cuisine that's rich in
flavour and texture, you definitely want to
include Hungarian cuisine. The evolution of
Hungarian cuisine came about due to influence
from neighbouring countries Germany, Italy
and France. Hungary has a history of making
one-pot meals, so it would seem like as easy
style of cooking for a beginner to learn and
perfectly suited to cooking with your slow
cooker. Let's take a look at some of the
ingredients and cooking methods that make
this cooking unique.

Paprika and More

The best thing about Hungarian cuisine is it is
not complex. There are simple ingredients used
and basic cooking techniques applied such as
frying, baking, and boiling. Paprika is known to
be a key ingredient in many Hungarian dishes
to give them more flavour. This, along with
garlic, lard, onions and sour cream give these
dishes a distinctive taste not found anywhere
else.

The meat stew known as 'goulash' is a favourite
in Hungarian cuisine. Locals rely on a supply of
pork and beef for their meals, which is one
reason it’s hard to find dish without meat
anywhere in Hungary. A wide array of
vegetables is used, however, and some types of
fish can be found and cooked for a healthier
menu choice.
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Each region in Hungary has its own selection of
favourite foods and recipes. As the land
changes, so do the types of fresh foods that
grow in that area. Hungarians take pride in what
they cook and want to showcase their culinary
art by creating dishes full of sweet aromas and
hearty flavours. Some dishes may not be
welcome by the sensitive stomach, but if you
can handle the spice and rich meats, this is one
of the most distinctive cuisines in the world and
shouldn’t be missed.

Hungarian Meals and Slow Cooker
Cooking

In the early history of Hungarian cuisine, most
dishes were cooked all together in one kettle.
For this reason, using a slow cooker to cook
modern Hungarian meals is a great way to
create an authentic meal with ease and less
stress. With the world at our fingertips through
the internet, it’s easy to find recipes that you
can throw together for a Hungarian feast.

What better recipe to try in the slow cooker
than the Hungarian favourite, goulash? For an
authentic taste you will need a few simple
ingredients including paprika, onions, garlic
and tomatoes. Small cuts of beef are added,
soaking up the flavour of the seasonings and
spices. You can choose to serve with noodles or
without, depending on how you like it.

You can choose to make other classic recipes
like chicken paprikash or chicken and
dumplings in the slow cooker as well. Both of
these recipes use just a few easy to find
ingredients. Because these well known recipes
are so simple to make, it is a great starting point
for beginners who want to try their hand at
Hungarian cuisine.

You don’t have to spend a ton of time going
through cookbooks and finding odd
ingredients you’ve never heard of to cook a
Hungarian meal. Most of the things you will
need are already in your fridge or pantry. Take
advantage of your slow cooker and immerse
yourself in Hungarian culture and cuisine
without leaving the comfort of your own home.

Classic Hungarian Goulash - Crockpot
Style

Perfect comfort food for winter.

Ingredients:

1kg beef stew meat, cubed

1 cup diced onion

2 tbsp plain flour

2 tsp sweet paprika

1/2 tsp garlic powder

1/2 tsp salt

1/4 tsp black pepper

1 can diced tomatoes, undrained

1 bay leaf

1 cup sour cream

hot cooked wide egg noodles

freshly chopped flat leaf parsley to garnish

Method:
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Put the beef and onion in crockpot. In a bowl,
stir together the flour, paprika, garlic powder,
salt and pepper, then sprinkle into crockpot and
gently stir to coat the beef well. Pour the diced
tomatoes into the crockpot, carefully
distributing evenly over the beef, then add the
bay leaf.

Cover and cook on LOW for 7 to 8 hours or until
beef is fork tender.

Take bay leaf out and add sour cream to
crockpot, stirring gently.

Allow sour cream to get warm, and then turn
heat off and serve immediately. Don't let the
mixture boil after adding the sour cream or it
will curdle and separate and while it will still
taste incredibly good, it will look awful.

Spoon over hot cooked wide egg noodles and
sprinkle fresh parsley on top of each serving.
Will serve 6 to 8.

Chicken Paprika and Dumplings

These dumplings are not the large, doughy type
we Australians are used to. They are more like a
small noodle, that floats in the broth and soaks
up the goodness and flavour from the dish. And
they are good! If you don't think you'll be able
to make these dumplings (you can, they
couldn't be any easier) serve the chicken over
wide, flat egg noodles (you can buy at the
supermarket) or any good delicatessen.

Ingredients:

1kg boneless skinless chicken breast, cut into
bite sized pieces

2 tbsp olive oil

2 garlic cloves, crushed

1 brown onion, diced

1 litre chicken stock

1 tbsp paprika

1 tsp sea salt

1/2 tsp pepper

1/4 tsp cayenne pepper

200ml sour cream

1 tbsp plain flour

Dumplings:

1 cup plain flour

1/2 tbsp butter

1/3 cup milk

1/4 tsp salt

1/4 tsp baking powder

Method:

Heat the olive oil over medium heat. Add the
onions and briefly sauté until tender. Add the
garlic, chicken, paprika, salt and pepper and
sauté until the chicken has browned (about six
to eight minutes). Once the chicken has
browned, add one cup of the chicken stock to
the pot and increase heat to high. Bring mixture
to a simmer and continue cooking for another
five minutes or so until the chicken is done.
Remove chicken with a slotted spoon and set
aside.
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Reduce heat to low and add the sour cream and
flour to the one cup of simmering broth. Whisk
well so there are no lumps and continue
whisking and simmering until the mixture is
very thick. Add chicken back in pot and stir well.

To make the dumplings:

Pour the remaining 3 cups of stock into a large
pot and bring to the boil. In a large bowl, whisk
together the flour, baking powder and salt. Cut
in the butter with your fingertips, working the
mixture together until all butter has been
incorporated. Add milk and stir so a dough
forms.

Turn dough out onto a floured surface and roll
out to 3mm thick. Using a knife or pizza cutter
cut thin strips of dough and then across the
strips so you have small dough squares. Drop
dough squares into boiling chicken broth and
cook for about five minutes, until the
dumplings float. Drain (reserve the broth for
another use if you like) and drop cooked
dumplings into chicken paprika. Stir and serve.

Quick Coffee Cake

Traditional coffee cake takes hours to make. This
one is so easy and quick, and it’s just as good as
the traditional version. I always have stewed
fruit in the freezer so it's just a matter of making
the dough while the fruit thaws a little and then
the cakes are in the oven in no time. This recipe
makes two cakes. Don't think that's too many, if
your family is anything like mine two won't be
enough for them.

Ingredients:

1 cup of butter

1 cup of sugar

2 eggs

2 cups flour

1 tsp bicarb soda

1 tsp baking powder

1 800g tin pie apple (or equivalent in stewed
apple, or cherries, or blueberries, or apricots)

Method:

Cream butter and sugar, add eggs and beat
well. Add flour, baking powder and bicarb soda.
Spread half of the dough into each of two
greased 22cm round cake tins by buttering your
hands and dipping your fingers in flour.

Push the dough up around the edges to form a
crust. The flour will keep the dough from
sticking to your fingers. Add the pie filling
thinned with a little water. Spread with the back
of a spoon to cover the base of the cakes.

Streusel Mix

2 tsp. butter

1/4 cup sugar

1/4 cup flour

Method:

Sprinkle the Streusel mix on top and bake in a
175 degree Celsius oven for about 45 minutes.
Watch so it does not burn. Makes two cakes.
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Quotes of Note
History shows us that the people who end up
changing the world –

the great political, social, scientific,
technological, artistic, even sports
revolutionaries –

are always nuts, until they are right, and then
they are geniuses.

~~John Eliot~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The important thing is not to stop questioning.

Curiosity has its own reason for existing.

~~Albert Einstein~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Try not to become a man of success but a man
of value.

~~Albert Einstein~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

You can get everything in life you want if you
will just help

enough other people get what they want.

~~Zig Ziglar~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

In matters of style, swim with the current;

in matters of principle, stand like a rock.

~~Thomas Jefferson~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Knowing is not enough; we must apply.

Willing is not enough; we must do

~~Johann Wolfgang von Goethe~~

Living the
Cheapskates Way

The Truth about Outlet Malls
and How You Can Save More

Did you know that several popular name-brand
outlet mall stores do not sell the merchandise in
their outlet stores for less than their flagship
stores? For example, you can imagine my
surprise when I was shoe shopping, only to find
that the shoes I liked at a local Wittners store
were the exact same price at the Wittners
outlet! Or that the towels I wanted to give as a
wedding present were the same price at the
outlet as they are in-store.

While you can pick up a bargain at outlet malls,
you can also pay the same RRP as you do at a
store.

With this in mind, here are some ways to save
more when you plan to outlet-shop:

1. Check prices before shopping. Look up on
the internet the items you want to buy. What
are the prices? How much would shipping cost
if you ordered them online? When you know
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these figures, you can then compare them to
what it would cost to buy the item at the outlet
mall.

• Don’t be surprised if you can get a
better deal ordering some items online
than you can buying them from an
outlet shop.

2. When you get to the outlet store, closely
examine items you want to buy. Notice the
feel of items, and try to determine if they’re the
quality you’re looking for.

3. Consider what you’ll be doing with the
item or where you’ll be wearing it. For
example, if you’re buying slightly lower-quality
underwear that’s priced right and that you
believe is made of comfortable material, then
you can probably get your money’s worth.

• But if you’re thinking about buying a
suit for work that is of “seconds”
(meaning some flaws are present)
quality, ensure you try it on and look it
over closely before buying. If there’s
some crooked threading on the front of
the suit jacket or the hem hangs slightly
unevenly, will you want to wear the
suit?

4. Ensure you’re aware of the return policies.
Although you might take for granted that you
can return practically anything when you’re
shopping at a department store, outlet stores
may have different policies. Just because you
live close to the ABC store doesn’t necessarily

mean they’ll accept a return for an item bought
from the ABC factory outlet store.

5. Walk away if you’re not comfortable with
the price or quality. Outlet malls often lure
shoppers to spend big. But if you know you can
get the same item online for less or a better-
quality item by paying a dollar or two more, its
okay to walk away.

6. Attempt to bargain with the store’s
manager. Say something like, “Can I get a
better deal if I buy all three of these items?”

• If you can’t obtain lower pricing, decide
for yourself whether you want to pay
the outlet prices for all three items, put
one or two items back on the shelf, or
refuse to buy any of the items.

If you keep these tips in mind, you’ll be sure to
save more money when it comes to shopping at
an outlet mall.

Cheapskates Tip Store
Fortnightly Menu

Approximate $ Savings: 25 per fortnight.

We make up a list of meals each fortnight
before going shopping, check to see what we
already have in the pantry and fridge/freezer,
then make up our shopping list based on what
we still need. I make sure meals with "fresh"
veggies are scheduled for the first week and
meals using pasta, rice, frozen or canned
veggies for the second. This means there's no
quick trip to get fresh veggies or fruit half way
through the fortnight, saving both money and
time and also waste (veggies and fruit just won’t
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wait till next week to be cooked or eaten!). The
kids' lunches and snacks are worked out the
same way, fresh first followed by canned, packet
or homemade later.

Contributed by Susan Zelley

Make a Study Desk for Free

Approximate $ Savings: $80 - $100

I'm a college student and trying to keep
expenses as low as possible. I have a very small
bedroom and needed a good desk that could
squeeze into my room. There wasn't a desk
small enough -- so I decided to make one.

Items needed:

a piece of board (or a big poster frame)

a flat piano stool/small table to stick the board
on

some bricks to prop up the piano stool to the
right height

a nice table cloth to cover it

a small DVD cabinet turned sideways: place this
on the back of your desk, and fill with sticky
notes, stationary needs, motivational pictures,
etc.

This has worked really well for me for the past
several months. Don't forget a waste paper
basket (can be a lined and decorated yoghurt
bucket, etc.) next to the desk to keep your
brainstorming Contributed by Sonja Tan

Suntea Instead of Cordial

Approximate $ Savings: $30 per month

My Husband drinks large quantities of cordial
(.50 litre diluted) and juice at an average $4 a
bottle. This comes to around $50 a month. I
recently had a mad tea party and there was so
much tea left over I started making suntea
much to his interest. I just put two tea bags in a
3 litre jar for a few hours in the sun. At $1.28 for
a box of 10 Tetley flavoured tea bags the cost is
just 8 cents per litre plus your sugar if you use it.
My husband adds 1 teaspoon and I add a half.
He is really enjoying the fun exploring flavours
and we've saved approximately $30 this month!

Contributed by Marvella Stan-Bishop

Upcycle Clothing

Approximate $ Savings: $100

I have put out the word that I will take cast-off
clothes and several people give me their "hand
me downs". I will use the raw materials to make
clothes for my family. I also buy cheap clothes
to up-cycle. I have used wool skirts to make
hats, scarfs and mitten sets. I had been given
several rayon skirts that were long, but too
small for me, so I cut 8-10 inches off the top and
sewed in an elastic waist-band so now I have
several adorable, flattering skirts. I have also
made dresses into skirts and skirts into dresses!
Men's shirts also make great dresses and skirts.
Neckties become belts and t-shirts become
shorts, a wool coat becomes a bag. I do have a
sewing machine, but my sewing skills are very
limited, so if I can do it, anyone can!

Contributed by Ashley Roland

Rust Remover Rejuvenates Tools

To remove rust from tools or anything place
rusty item in a bath of 1 part molasses (cheaply
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available from a produce store) and 7 parts of
water. Mix well and leave for two weeks. After
two weeks wash with a mixture of Lectric Soda
(just a few dollars at your local supermarket)
dissolved in water. Your bright clean tools are
now ready for oiling. Great to rejuvenate any
old tools or rusty car parts.

Contributed by Vicky Sullivan

Fire Starters

Approximate $ Savings: $10+

With the cold weather approaching I don't
waste money buying fire starters. Use old toilet
rolls stuffed with lint (from the dryer when you
use it), shredded paper, scraps of material, etc.
Gets the fire going in no time! Also picking up
old pine cones on our walks work a treat and
they are a lovely decoration around the
fireplace when not in use.

Contributed by Ros Blackman

The Party He Wants for a Fraction of
the Price!

My son requested laser tag for his birthday
party but looking at the prices for venues, the
prices to host a party were quite expensive,
with the cost of a cake and a decent loot bag
extra to the cost of the party. Ideally I would
love the party at home but with the risk to my
carpets and the cost of getting the stains out of
the carpet I may as well bow to pressure and
have the party off site. After finding a bowling
alley in a local shopping centre that offered
laser tag parties I couldn't see the value in the
price for the amount of time the party ran for,
not to mention the food. Then I had an idea that
I could possibly take the birthday boy and his

friends for a game of laser tag and then
afterwards for ice cream or cake at a cafe at the
shopping centre. With shopping centres having
restaurants attached to them, this is a great
alternative to overpriced food and being rushed
out the door at a party venue. I saw a place that
had children's meals for $8.95 which coupled
with the rate for a non-party game of laser tag,
came out at $8.10 per child less than the party
option which meant that there would be extra
money for loot bags and cake. I then called a
restaurant within the shopping centre and
explained that I would be bringing some
children for a birthday meal, and they said that
they have a package of kids meal plus drink and
cake for the table to sing happy birthday and I
would still come out ahead of the laser tag
party option even though this option does cost
a little extra. The bonus is that the children will
be getting a better meal than the fried nuggets
and chips they would normally get at a party
venue. I am yet to discuss the options with my
son with a bit of luck he may want to skip the
meal option and just want dessert. As a single
parent it is a relief to be able to offer a party that
is up there with all the 'fancy' parties and make
my little man feel special for his birthday.

Contributed by Annette Taylor

Homemade Windex

I just made the best homemade window
cleaner I've ever used and I just had to share it
with everyone.

To make you will need:

1 empty spray bottle (I used my old window
cleaner bottle)

1/8 cup cloudy ammonia
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1/4 cup methylated spirits

1/2 teaspoon cheapskates washing powder
mixed with enough boiling water to dissolve

Mix all the ingredients together in the bottle
and then fill to the top with tap water. To use,
just spray on glass and mirrors then wipe with a
lint free cloth or paper towel. Your glass will be
streak free and shiny.

Contributed by Carma Hambley

Save on Heating and Cooling Costs
While Decorating

Approximate $ Savings: $200 or more

Last year I made a roman blind from some
leftover thermal block material I had bought
from Spotlight on sale for half price. My
windows are not a standard size, so I decided to
make my own roman blind. The hardware I
bought from Bunnings cost me about $30, so
the project was more affordable than buying
readymade blinds. After we hung the blind I
noticed that at night when the blind was down
in our lounge room I was running the heating
for only about half an hour, and the house
stayed much warmer. I used to run the heater
for about six or seven hours, so at heating costs
of about 20 cents per hour, I have started saving
a lot more money! The instructions for the
roman blind I found by Googling "roman blind
tutorial" and there were lots of free tutorials. It
only took me a couple of hours to make and
hang, and it works really well. Just be sure to
add a bracket or cord fastener to keep loose
cords away from little people for their safety.

Contributed by Lori Woodward

Use a Timer When Cooking

I have started using a timer every time I cook.
With two little kids running around it is very
easy to become distracted so I am in the habit
of putting on a timer whenever I have things in
the oven or on the stove top. This has saved me
burning items which end up being a complete
waste of food and money!

Contributed by Kate Bourne

Saving Interest on Your Home Loan

Approximate $ Savings: For me - $1,146 p.a.

Around the same time every year I reassess our
home loan. I look at the interest rates different
banks are offering and then call my bank (one
of the big 4), explain that as a family we are
looking at ways to cut back our spending and
ask if they can match their competitors’ rates. I
explain that we've been loyal customers for a
number of years and that we don't want to
refinance with another institution which is why
I'm calling them first. Last time I called they
agreed to cut our rate giving us an annual
saving of $1,146! Not bad for a couple of phone
calls and a few minutes filling in paperwork

Contributed by Erica Avenell

Spending Money is Not Just for Kids

Approximate $ Savings: Not sure yet

As a busy Mum of 5 working full time it's always
been easier to buy the kids things as they need
them and they know that they've always had
the better deal as if they had spending money
they would have to stick to a budget. But after
some months of learning to be frugal we
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decided to give the kids spending money each
week. Then I came up with the idea of my
hubby and me also having spending money. It's
amazing how much money we DON'T spend
when we know it’s limited and it has to last all
week. We have agreed that if we want
something we have to save for it out of our
spending money. I treated myself to a necklace
and bracelet on sale for $14 for both as I had
that left over...my work colleague has actually

taken this idea on board and is going to do the
same. I actually feel great having the control
over my spending and find that I get quite
excited if I don't spend it and am finding that as
time goes by I am spending less and less of my
spending money as I hate to see it frittered
away.

Contributed by Dawn Styring
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The Cheapskates Club

Founder and editor: Cath Armstrong

PO Box 4232 Ringwood Vic 3134

www.cheapskates.com.au

The Cheapskates Journal is the monthly ezine
produced by The Cheapskates Club for its
members. This ezine is produced 12 times a year
by The Cheapskates Club.

Membership enquiries should be directed to The
Cheapskates Club, info@cheapskates.com.au or
to PO Box 4232 Ringwood Vic 314.

Copying or reproduction by any means electronic
or otherwise other than for members’ personal

use is strictly prohibited without written
permission from the publisher.

All letters, tips and other materials and
correspondence submitted to The Cheapskates
Club become the property of The Cheapskates
Club and all rights thereto including copyrights.
Submitters grant the exclusive right to use and/or
reproduce the materials in any manner and for
any purpose. All information published is taken
from the most reliable sources possible and given
as information only. All specific financial, legal,
tax or accounting situations should be referred to
appropriate legal or accounting professionals.

Cath Armstrong bases her comments on sources
deemed reliable but she does not guarantee their
accuracy.

©2013 The Cheapskates Club
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